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ACROSS
1: a hormone produced by the anterior pituitary
gland; promotes growth in humans
4: an honorary degree in science
7: (used as a combining form) recent or new
8: group insurance that entitles members to
services of participating hospitals and clinics
and physicians
9: Shah of Iran who was deposed in 1979 by
Islamic fundamentalists (1919-1980)
11: a self-report personality inventory based on
Hans Eysenck's factor analysis of personality
which assumes three basic factors (the two
most important being extraversion to
introversion and neuroticism)
12: someone who guards prisoners
16: narrow wood or metal or plastic runners
used in pairs for gliding over snow
17: move fast
18: large brownish-green New Zealand parrot
19: a fabric woven from goat hair and camel
hair
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DOWN
1: (genetics) genetic variation in a DNA
sequence that occurs when a single nucleotide
in a genome is altered; ___s are usually
considered to be point mutations that have been
evolutionarily successful enough to recur in a
significant proportion of the population of a
species
2: a reception or party at which ___ is served
3: small genus of shrubs and small trees of New
Zealand: lacebarks
4: the wife of a sheik
5: any of a group of herpes viruses that enlarge
epithelial cells and can cause birth defects; can
affect humans with impaired immunological
systems
6: the United States federal department charged
with conservation and the development of
natural resources; created in 1849
10: a nurse who has enough training to be
licensed by a state to provide routine care for
the sick
12: utter `tsk,' `tut,' or `tut-tut,' as in disapproval
13: a small guitar having four strings
14: a unit of information equal to 1024
pebibytes or 2^60 bytes
15: not only so, but
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